Rare Item from Tony’s RAF Career Found
By Tristan Brittain-Dissont
In a separate article in this quarter’s magazines, I write about the late actor and
director Glyn Jones, whose participation in The Tycoon in 1958 was brought to my
attention by his partner, Christopher Beeching.
Chris also posted details of this appearance on Facebook and received the following
comment from a Margaret Herbert:
‘I have one of Tony Hancock's posters. He worked with an old friend of mine – Wally
Shepherd - during the war they were in the Air Force and No 4 RAF Gang Show, I
also have a newspaper advertising The RAF Gang Show at Beligh Pasha Theatre
Nicosia dated 1947. After the war Wally joined the Doncaster Thespians and our first
shows together were at the Grand Theatre. I am the Chair of the Friends of the
Grand Theatre which we are trying to acquire, restore and reopen. Wally died some
years ago and his wife Jenny died a while ago. I was given these to see if I could sell
them to help raise money for the Friends of the Grand. If anyone would like to make
me an offer for these, please do contact me. They are in good condition considering
their age. I live in Edenthorpe, Doncaster.’
Intrigued by this, I contacted Margaret and acquired the items in question in
exchange for a donation to the Grand Theatre project. The items comprised a
programme for an RAF show featuring Jimmy Edwards (but not Tony) and some
newspaper pages from 1947 featuring two adverts for Gang Shows in Cyprus (by
which time Tony was back in England). Happily, the last item constituted an
extraordinary find; indeed, it is, quite possibly, unique. It is a poster for a Gang Show
produced by Tony as opposed to merely featuring him. The poster is partly dated
27th December. Roger Wilmutt’s Artiste does not detail Tony’s stage appearances
prior to April 1947 (when Tony starred in the Wings tour). However, previous
research by Malcolm Chapman and others has filled in some of the gaps prior to this
and can be found on our website. As a result of this, we know that the show took
place in Cairo in 1946, but our listing suggest the show took place on 28 th December,
not the 27th, so this will be corrected. At this moment in time, I have not been able to
locate much information about the saviour of this item, Wally Shepherd. He was a
singer who left the RAF in 1948 to settle in Doncaster, where he participated in local
theatre and married Jennie, who was a friend of Margaret.
Many thanks to Margaret Herbert for this find. If you would like to find out more about
the campaign to restore the Grand Theatre in Doncaster, please visit
http://friends.doncastergrand.uk/

